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Abstract
In multiple environmental trials (METs) most of the data, balanced or unbalanced, are normally tested over a wide range of
environments (locations, years, growing seasons, etc.) and the basic statistical method used to obtain reliable statistical
information. A case study is presented here to demonstrate the usefulness of Bayesian approach in genotype-by environment
data analysis, in comparison with frequentist approach and GGE biplot assessment classification with missing value. Particular
emphasis was given to Bayesian application that exploits pedigree information and to the analysis of GEI data for estimation of
heritability, genetic gain and means prediction.
A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method has been considered to perform Bayesian inference using R2WinBUGS. The
study recently done in sorghum variety trials show investigation can be applied for multi environmental trial data. Results shows
that the Bayesian estimation of variance components was accurate compared to the frequentist. The two principal components
in GGEbiplot analysis were significant, explaining 95.13% (85.17% PC1 and 9.9.% PC2) for frequentist approach and explaining
97.36% (84.06% PC1 and 13.3% PC2) for Bayesian approach of interaction variation. Bayesian analysis indicates GGE-biplot
gave the best results in contributing to the GEI. Bayesian approach for analysis GEI data is highly suitable with missing values.
Keywords: Bayesian approach; data analysis; GxE interaction; sorghum grain yield

Introduction
There are many statistical procedures are available to
analyze the multi-environment trials data. One of the most
common methods in a genotype by environment interaction
(GEI) study is to compute the simple averages across
replication for a genotype in an environment and then
analyzing the means (Crossa et al., 2011). Breeders face the
GEI challenge by evaluating genotypes in several
environments to ensure that they select accessions with high
and stable performance over a wide range of environments
(Ssemakula et al., 2007). The GEI model in plant breeding
has been interested in studying the GEI for a long time
(Burdon, 1978; Hill, 1975; Kang, 1998; Ramburan et al.
2011). Recently, Yan (2014) studied a mega-environment
trial analysis and test location evaluation based on
unbalanced multiyear data using GGE biplot. Bayesian
framework has been documented since the early nineties in
animal breeding by Sorensen and Waagepetersen (2003)
and Viele and Srinivasan (2000) using Gibbs sampling

(Geman and German, 1984; Gelfan and Smith, 1990).
Edwards and Jannink (2006) has observed the comparison
to the abundant Bayesian literature available for many
statistical problems, and for AMMI models. Also Smidl and
Quinn (2007) and Hoff (2009) suggested a Bayesian
treatment of principal components analysis models with
imposing the use of prior distribution such as uniform prior.
More recently, in the Bayesian framework of the analysis of
GE data, the use of proper priors for parameters of interest
provides several advantages over frequentist estimation
methods (Josse et al., 2014). Bayesian inference has been
evaluated for incomplete data sets that considered genotype
by location by year interaction using a hierarchical model
(Theobald at al., 2002). Bayesian approach should give
more accurate inferences than frequentist significance
testing approaches because it does not requires distribution
of assumptions (Enders et al., 2013). Bayesian approach
offers the possibility to incorporate in the prior information
on the parameter of interest under study and also,
distributions of any quantity of interest are available
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through the posterior distributions (Browne and Draper,
2006). Recently, Bayesian application has been provided
for routinely used crop variety trials in an individual
environment (Singh et al., 2014). The most recent authors
introduced the theory of missing-data patterns by Verbeke
and Mohlenberghs (2000) and Piepho et al. (2014).
Rationale and Objectives of the study
The work will focus on balanced data classification with
missing value in randomized complete block design
(RCBD) that will serve as a starting point for Bayesian
challenges in deeper study of this topic. Frequentist
approach will be used based on best linear unbiased
prediction (BLUP) as a standard method for estimating
random effects of a mixed model. According to Yan (2011)
the estimation will be useful only when the proportion of
missing data was less than 40%; for a larger dataset (Piepho,
1995). Yan (2013) outpoint the missing values are estimated
based on existing relation among the environment in the
data. The motivating of research work, Bayesian framework
can produce to an estimate for missing data using additive
model (rows and columns) and then use the model to impute
a value for missing cell. In Bayesian analysis of incomplete
data, need integrated prior information with likelihood
function to obtain posterior information. Because of
missing value, this requires integration information for
evaluating (Yao, 2012). This research article applied
Bayesian approach compared to frequentist in terms of
predictive accuracy. Particular emphasis is given to
Bayesian application that exploit pedigree information and
to the analysis of GEI data for estimation of heritability,
genetic gain, means prediction and GGE biplot analysis
Presentation of a comprehensive Bayesian data analysis on
grain yield (kg/ha) to provide an updated look at the
Bayesian statistical summarizing from a current perspective
its formulation, interpretation, and implementation and new
developments.

Martials and methods
Experimental Data
The dataset obtained from a two-year field trial carried out
from 2007/2008 to 2008/2009 in Sudan on a randomized
block design with three replicates. For the present analysis,
20 sorghum (sorghum bicolor) genotypes were tested at two
locations. Grain yield (kg/ha) was used in data analysis.
The design may be balanced in the sense that not all
response variables were measured on each individual.
However missing responses will be considered or special
care must be taken in analyzing data having. The statistical
analysis will be performed using Genstat software.
Statistical Model for Linear Mixed Model
The linear mixed model comprise four factors assuming that
environmental effect is random, genotype effect, the
environment by genotype interaction (GEI), and all other

factor effects are random. The yield response Yijtk is
according to the linear model is given by
Yijk = μ + Ej +Bk (Ej ) + Gi + GEij + eijk
where Yijk is the yield response of the genotype i in the
environment j, and block k; μ = grand mean, Gi is the effect
of the genotype i, Ej is the effect of the environment j.
and Bk (Ej ) is the effect of block k within environment (j).
This model is useful for multiple experiments trials. eijtk is
the residual error from the plot for Yijk , and assumed to be
normally distributed with homogeneous variance σ2e . It is
assumed that Ej , Gi and GEij are normally and
independently distributed, with means zero and variances
σ2E , σ2G and σ2GE , respectively. The value of vectors index are
j=1,…, NP, i=1,…,NG and r=1,…,NB, where NP,NG,NB
are number of environment, genotypes and blocks
respectively.
Bayesian Approach of Model
In Bayesian application, the observations are assumed to be
exchangeable samples (modeled as independent samples
from some probability distribution) (Jaya, 2013). Thus,
from a normal distribution as follows:
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘 |𝐵𝑘𝑗 , 𝐸𝑗 , 𝐺𝑖 , 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 ~ 𝑁(𝜇𝑌 , 𝜎𝑒2 )
Where
𝜇𝑌 = 𝜇 + 𝐸𝑗 +𝐵𝑘 (𝐸𝑗 ) + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘

(7.2)

The next level of the Bayesian hierarchy includes prior
distributions of variance components for blocks,
environments, genotypes effects and interactions
𝐵𝑘𝑗 , 𝐸𝑗 , 𝐺𝑖 , 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 and their variances. In Bayesian approach
model all the priors distribution were assumed as normal
distribution with means zero and variances defined to
condition the desired level of information sharing among
levels of the factor (Edwards et al., 2006). Independent prior
distributions were assigned for the parameters used. These
are specified as follows. For block effect, 𝐵𝑘𝑗 |𝜎𝐵2 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐵2 )
; effect of location, 𝐸𝑗 |𝜎𝐸2 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐸2 ); effect of genotypes,
𝐺𝑖 |𝜎𝐺2 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐺2 ); effect of genotypes and environment
2
2
interaction, 𝐺𝐸𝑖𝑗 |𝜎𝐺𝐸
~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐺𝑅
). In the above, σ2B is the
2
variance of block effects, 𝜎𝐸 is the variance of environment
2
effects, 𝜎𝐺2 is the variance of genotypes effects, 𝜎𝐺𝐸
is the
variance effect of the interaction of genotype with
environment (Murari et al., 2014).
Prior distribution
The chosen priors on the parameters will depend inspecting
the induced prior distribution on the data. In the absence of
use past data available, non-informative prior can be
effectively contributes to Bayesian estimation. In Bayesian
estimation, a non-informative prior is useful because it
provides. In the Bayesian framework, the prior and the data
combine to produce an updated distribution (a posterior)
that describes the relative probability of different parameter
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values (Gelman, 2002). In this study, the half-normal,
uniform and half-t prior distributions on the parameters of
interest of variances can be used.

the prior set P2 seems to have numerically lowest value of
DIC (2172.47). Estimation of parameters and providing a
better understanding on how the three priors affect the
resulting Bayesian posterior parameters.
Results of
heritability, genetic advance and variance components of all
factors will be presented , which provides a general picture
of the relative magnitudes of effects of environment (E),
genotype (G) and the interaction (G × E).

Posterior distributions
The idea of posterior distribution is to incorporate the
likelihood defined by the distribution of the data and the
priors (Gelman, 2006). The posterior distribution can be
drawn from some second stage prior using empirical Bayes
approach (Carlin and Louis, 2009).
The posterior
distribution can be obtained using a Gibbs sampler.
However, one of the strongest points of the suggested
approach is that it is not necessary to build and implement
a specific Gibbs sampler as in Viele and Srinivasan (2000)
and in Crossa et al. (2011). The posterior distribution can
be obtained analytical in view or in simple cases, when its
number of parameters increases using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) (King et al., 2009). MCMC method is a
general simulation method for sampling from posterior
distributions and computing posterior quantities of interest
(Richey, 2010). In this study R2WinBUGS will be used to
specify Bayesian models of the posterior values.

Table 1. Deviance information Criteria values for selection
of the priors for grain yield (kg/ha) on sorghum
genotypes at different environments.
Priors set

D

D̂

pD

DIC

P1

3048.15

2990.24

57.903

3106.05

P2

3165.36

4158.24

-992.886

2172.47

P3

3039.22

2969.95

69.272

3108.49

D =posterior mean of (- 2 × log-likelihood), D̂ = 2 × log-likelihood at posterior means of parameters. pD =
Where

effective number of parameters, DIC = Deviance
information criterion. Priors set are:
P1:
𝜎𝐵 , 𝜎𝑝 𝜎𝑔 and 𝜎𝑎 Independently ~ uniform(10, 1000).

Results
Both frequentist and Bayesian approaches, the statistical
analysis can be made by using REML method and in the
Bayesian approach the investigation can be by choosing one
of several combinations of diffuse priors and posterior point
summaries with the discrepancy statistics.

P2: 𝜎𝐵 , 𝜎𝑝 𝜎𝑔 and 𝜎𝑎 Independently ~ half − t(0, 4, 3).
P3: 𝜎𝐵 , 𝜎𝑝 𝜎𝑔 and 𝜎𝑎 Independently ~ half −
normal (500, 0.0005).

Selection of priors distribution
The select of priors for Bayesian analysis has made using
discrepancy statistics were given in Table1. The values of

Frequentist and Bayesian Estimation of Posterior
Means, genotypes variance, heritability and genetic gain
Table 2: Frequentist estimates and Bayesian posterior
means of error variances, genotypic variance, heritability
and genetic gain for grain yield (kg/ha) using uniform, Halft and half-normal priors sets.

DIC = Deviance information criterion and pD = effective
number of parameters are different for each distributions.
Three different priors set has presented in Table 1, however,

Table 2. A comparison of frequentist and Bayesian approach in GEI model applied to grain yield (kg/ha) on sorghum genotypes
from the trials in Sudan (2008 – 2009)
Frequentist approach
Parameters

Uniform (P1)
Estimate

SE

 E2

533956

 G2

Bayesian approach (three Priors set )
Half-t(P2)
Half-normal(P3)

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

469369

253100

104700

169700

73410

245300

39780

212302

92255

336300

237700

121500

117800

247100

43230

2
 GE

161244

53405

73310

24690

11150

22500

171100

32850

 e2

270123

36071

266600

34200

428400

72620

252700

25710

h2

0.77

0.85

0.052

0.79

0.072

0.79

0.035

GA(0.2)%

24.001

26.81

6.006

21.26

5.321

25.81

2.56

CV%

22

21.61

1.381

27.35

2.397

21.06

1.07

Mean (kg/ha)

2361

2370

38.09

2371

47.25

2366

36.94

519.6
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Table 2 shows heritability and genetic advance both in
broad sense, coefficient of variation, estimation of variance
under frequentists and Bayesian approach. The Bayesian
estimate of environment variance based on mean value of
uniform, half-t and half-normal priors were lower than that
under the frequentist approach were (0.21, 0.14 and 0.20 vs.
0.44) respectively. The Bayesian estimate of genotype
variance based on mean value of uniform and half-normal
prior are slightly higher than that under the frequentist
approach were (0.37 vs. 0.23) and (0.27 vs. 0.23)
respectively. Bayesian half-t distribution was small
compared to frequentist approach was (0.13 vs. 0.23). The
Bayesian estimate of genotype and environment interaction
variance based on mean value of uniform and half-t are
small than that under the frequentist approach were ( 0.18
vs. 0.39) and ( 0.03 vs. 0.39) respectively. Bayesian halfnormal distribution was slightly higher compared to
frequentist approach was (0.41 vs. 0.39). The performance
of Bayesian estimate of experimental error variance,

 e2

of

uniform and half- normal priors distributions (0.219 and
0.208) were very close in comparing with frequentist
estimate (0.222), while halt-t prior distribution (0.352) gave
highly error variance estimate in comparing with frequnetist
approach (0.222). In other words, Bayesian estimate of
error is very smallest in comparing to the frequentist
estimates. The half-normal and uniform prior demonstrates
assurance results based standard and Monte Carlo error
gives reliable information revealed highly significant
differences for both approaches. Generally, Bayesian
estimation for heritability and genetic advance gave high
values compared to the frequentists approach. Also
coefficient of variation of half-normal and uniform prior are
did differ to freqentist approach, while half-t prior was
higher value compared to frequentist approach. Bayesian
estimate of the heritability using three priors were (0.85,
0.79 and 0.79) of uniform, half-t and half-normal
distributions is higher compared to frequentist (0.77).

Bayesian genetic advance for uniform and half-normal prior
distributions were (26.8 and 25.8) are slightly higher than
the frequentist approach (24). While Bayesian heritability
of half-t distribution was (21.3) is small compared to
frequentist approach. Bayesian standard error estimates
have been found to be useful in indicating the precision of
selection of different prior sets.
From Table 3, under both approaches the environmental
means values were slightly different. And mean ranks were
not differing to each other. Bayesian analysis of the
posterior means and average standard error for all priors
indicates a considerable improvement of the precision (i.e
the average SE is between 73.7- 92.5) comparing to the
frequentist approach (127.9). It can be seen that the MC
error of uniform and half normal priors of predict means are
very small compared to haft-t prior. Bayesian estimates of
SEs or posterior SDs for the environment effect were
smaller compared to frequentist approach.
Table 4 shows that ranks of predicted means under both
approaches were found differ for genotypes means. The
Bayesian posterior results using three different priors sets
show slightly different with proper prior, the choice of prior
will great impact on the prior has been used. However
Bayesian approach gives high precision based on standard
error and Monte Carole error. Two more accurate
approximations are available that the MC errors in all the
parameters in table 4 and table 5, which were very small
indicating reliable numerical approximation through the
number of simulation runs used. Bayesian analysis of the
posterior means and average standard error for all priors
indicates a considerable improvement of the precision ( i.e
the average SE is between 157.65- 190.5) comparing to the
frequentist approach (407.9). Bayesian uniform and half
normal distributions are more suitable to be considered.
Bayesian analysis of the posterior means and average
standard error for all priors indicates a considerable
improvement of the precision.

Table 3. Mean estimate and their rank of frequentist and Bayesian approach with standard error for grain yield (kg/ha) of the
environment effect (Different two locations and two years (2008-2009)) in Sudan.
Bayesian approach (Posterior Distribution )
Frequentist approach
Environment
Uniform
Half-t
Half-normal
Mean
rank
Mean
rank
Mean
rank
Mean
rank
E1
2241
3
2232
3
2216
3
2230
3
E2
1847
1
1848
1
1852
1
1849
1
E3
1937
2
1938
2
1956
2
1930
2
E4
3471
4
3462
4
3461
4
3454
4
2374
2370
2371
2366
AveSE
127.97
74.37
92.46
73.71
MCError
1.04
1.58
1.05
Where AveSE= avarge standerd error, MC error = Monte Carlo Error
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Table 4: Mean estimate and their rank of frequentist and Bayesian approach with standard error for grain yield (kg/ha) on
sorghum genotypes over all environment (Different two locations and two years (2008-2009)) in Sudan
Bayesian approach (three Priors set )
Genotypes
Frequentist
Uniform (P1)
Half-t(P2)
Half-normal(P3)
Mean

rank

Mean

rank

Mean

rank

Mean

rank

G1

1952

4

1945

4

1984

4

1940

4

G2

2877

16

2861

17

2802

16

2864

17

G3

2138

7

2124

7

2114

5

2139

7

G4

2511

14

2502

14

2485

14

2507

14

G5

2878

17

2855

16

2806

17

2853

16

G6

2103

5

2102

5

2130

6

2095

5

G7

2116

6

2113

6

2160

7

2102

6

G8

2331

12

2317

12

2288

12

2320

12

G9

2242

11

2242

11

2231

10

2242

11

G10

1742

2

1724

2

1888

3

1676

1

G11

2219

9

2222

9

2253

11

2206

9

G12

2148

8

2151

8

2180

8

2141

8

G13

1773

3

1760

3

1785

1

1762

3

G14

2569

15

2559

15

2543

15

2558

15

G15

3376

20

3360

20

3287

20

3342

20

G16

2989

18

2978

18

2839

18

3005

18

G17

1718

1

1708

1

1854

2

1682

2

G18

2236

10

2234

10

2191

9

2241

10

G19

2362

13

2370

13

2361

13

2366

13

G20

3198

19

3270

19

3247

19

3277

19

AveSE
MCError

2374

2370

2371.4

2366

407.88

160.73

190.59

157.65

2.19

3.3974

2.203

Where AveSE= avarge standerd error, MC error = Monte Carlo Error

Fig. 1: Polygon views of the GGE-biplot based on symmetrical scaling for the which-won where pattern for genotypes and
environments.
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Fig. 2: Frequentist and Bayesian approaches for polygon views of the GGE-biplot based on symmetrical scaling for the whichwon where pattern for genotypes and environments.

GGE-biplot
Recently, biplot analysis of genotype × environment data
has received attention using a GGE biplot (Yan et al., 2000).
GGE Biplot is use for analyzing genotype × environment
data (Yan et al., 2001). In this study, predicted means a
complete two-way table has produced form missing values
in MET for frequentist approach using Genstat software and
WinBugs for Bayesian approach.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 comparing the frequentist and Bayesian
approach for GGE biplot of first and second principal
components (PC1 and PC2, respectively) based on 20 of
sorghum genotypes in 4 environments (combination
season–location) in Sudan. We observed that the frequentist
method of the first two principal components obtained by
singular value decomposition of the GGE model explained
95.13% (85.17% PC1 and 9.9% PC2) for frequentist
approach and explaining 97.36% (84.06% PC1 and 13.3%
PC2) of total variation.

Discussion
This study focus in comparing frequentist and Bayesian
methods for fitting variance components of genotypes,
environment and their interaction, heritability, genetic
advance using REML models analysis in GENSTAT
statistical package (version 16.0) .In this research work,
three different sets of priors were considered using
uniform, half-t and half-normal prior distributions. The
three priors provide a considerable efficiency gain while
selecting the best prior is more likely to be implemented in
agricultural experimental studies for posterior information.
Celeux et al. (2006) observed that in missing data setting,
multiple deviance information criteria (DIC) can be defined
depending on whether one integrates out the missing data or
treats it as something setting. In Bayesian analysis, the
select of proper prior information or distribution is very

essential, because prior distribution is a key part of Bayesian
inference and represents the information about an uncertain
parameter that is combined with the probability distribution
of new data to yield the posterior distribution Gelamn
(2002). In this study, empirical prior has been considered in
a Bayesian framework, which incorporates prior
information based on data in second stage about the
parameters or specifies prior distributions, because of lack
of knowledge or previses trails. The half-normal
distribution has been select as best prior candidate. For
Bayesian analysis 50000 iterations have been used with
using 5000 simulation samples in MCMC algorithm. The
estimate of heritability, genetic advance are did differ from
each other. Average standard error of three different
Bayesian posterior estimates as the expected value of the
estimator under frequentist approach. According to the
results of this study, it was highlighted that the two
approaches were differ. Bayesian estimation is reliable
gives similar outcomes compare to frequenters approach.
However, the analysis of unbalanced data with missing
value using Bayesian approach has many advantages that to
handle modeling is missing value completely at random. In
case of unbalanced data sets, Bayesian approach has shown
more precision based on average standard error and MC
error, because of number of simulation has been run in
MCMC. However, the furfure application should be
conducted in same direction for in big missing values. R
and WinBUGS for Bayesian statistical analysis are
available for similar situation. The Bayesian analysis for
GEI codes can be obtained from the first author.

Conclusions
In this paper, Bayesian approach and the non-Bayesian
approach (frequentist) has been considered with balanced
data classification missing values. We highlight the
benefits of using a Bayesian point of view to answer
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practical questions raised when analyzing GE data. Two
methods for heritability and genetic advance estimation
were differing of both and among the three prior Bayesian
approach in compared to frequentist showed that modeling
GE using GGE biplot analysis. Application of Bayesian
approach in agricultural experiment data, especially in plant
breeding program, offer an analytical strategies based
MCMC methods by WinBUGS.
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